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The first books went on the shelves at the long-awaited new British Library building in London. Apparently everything will be moved in by 1999. The Library staff have gone through another high-level reorganization.

John Major said he would like to be a librarian when he retires. There will be a General Election in 1997.

The Library Association bid to the UK Millennium Commission for funding to connect every UK public library to the Internet has to be re-submitted having failed but not entirely. Sir Charles Chadwyck Healey chairs the newly formed company working on the bid.

The National Acquisitions Group held its 10th birthday conference and two librarians dressed up in a pantomime horse costume to celebrate. NAG continued to help its members in the provision of standards for book servicing and for tendering for supply. Many libraries were effectively forced to go for tenders for book and journal supply on price alone. Service did not seem part of the contract picture.

1996 was our first year without the Net Book Agreement (this is not the same as net books in the USA). Libraries went out hunting for more than the NBA approved 10 per cent discount. Library suppliers shed staff and cut margins.

Jackanory the 30-year-old storytelling book programme on TV was cut.

For academic libraries the Electronic Libraries Programme — elib — worked on 60 different projects, components of future electronic library services. These projects form part of a larger, centrally-funded strategy, which now covers the Arts and Humanities data centres and the national periodicals site licensing initiative which began a 3 year pilot in 1996. This scheme involving 5 publishers: Academic Press, Blackwell and Institute of Physics allows on payment of a license fee, discount on print copies, access to electronic versions and less restrictions on copying (more details of the project can be found in Advances in Librarianship, vol. 20, 1996).

The Bookseller's Diagram Prize for the oddest title published in 1996 was won by: Greek rural postmen and their cancellation numbers.

Virginia Bottomley, Secretary of State at the Department of National Heritage, and, therefore, responsible for public libraries, launched a national Reading Challenge for children at the Conservative Party Conference. She also hinted that libraries would be able to get money from the National Lottery and just before Christmas this came to pass (in a limited and very hurried way).

Good Housekeeping magazine bemoaned the fact that current designs of spectacles made their wearers look like librarians.

Local Government was reorganized with the result that large county library services are splitting into small units which may not be able to support current specialist services. Wales and Scotland have already gone through the mill, England is faced with a colourful but ill-matched quilt for the future. By 1998 there will be 51 unitary authorities replacing the current 20.

Oxfordshire County closed its schools library service. The government had asked counties to devolve budgets to individual schools and then they could buy in the services they wanted. Not surprisingly the schools had other priorities for their money and Oxfordshire may be the first but not the last to close. What price school libraries now?

HMSO, Her Majesty's Stationery Office was sold into private hands and became the Stationery Office Ltd. Staff redundancies are likely and Crown Copyright may be under threat. Libraries do not expect government publications to become cheaper.

A motorway policeman followed a preoccupied driver for 20 miles, and finally stopped him for reading a book while driving. History does not relate the title.